ARRIVAL DESCRIPTION

From OZZZI on track 227° to HAARY.

LANDING RWYS 8L/R: From HAARY on track 216° to KILRR, then on track 275° to GAASS, then on track 275° to KLOWD, then on track 275° to KUNFU, then on track 275° to TRAPE, then on track 275° to SNEVE, then on track 275°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING RWYS 9L/R: From HAARY on track 216° to FRYES, then on track 275° to SHURT, then on track 275° to REMAC, then on track 275° to DACTL, then on track 275° to STUMP, then on track 275°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING RWY 26L: From HAARY on track 183° to cross CALLA at 9000, then on track 183° to cross POSEY at or above 8000, then on track 207° to cross JIRRI at or above 5000, then on track 275° to cross BOYKN at or above 5000. Expect ILS Rwy 26L approach.

LANDING RWY 26R: From HAARY on track 183° to cross CALLA at 9000, then on track 183° to cross POSEY at or above 8000, then on track 208° to cross ZELOW at or above 5000, then on track 275° to cross HAINZ at or above 5000. Expect ILS Rwy 26R approach.

LANDING RWY 27L: From HAARY on track 183° to cross CALLA at 9000, then on track 183° to cross POSEY at or above 8000, then on track 201° to cross SLVAA at or above 7000, then on track 275° to cross ROMMM at or above 6000. Expect ILS Rwy 27L approach.

LANDING RWY 27R: From HAARY on track 183° to cross CALLA at 9000, then on track 183° to cross POSEY at or above 8000, then on track 198° to cross YOUYU at or above 7000, then on track 275° to cross MMCAP at or above 6000. Expect ILS Rwy 27R approach.

LANDING RWY 28: From HAARY on track 183° to cross CALLA at 9000, then on track 183° to cross POSEY at or above 8000, then on track 180° to cross BLUFF at 8000, then on track 180°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS:

LANDING EAST: ASSIGNED RWY 8L OR Rwy NOT ASSIGNED: Cross OZZZI at 14000; cross GAASS at 12000, cross KUNFU at or above 7000; cross SNEVE at 5000; after SNEVE turn left direct LARII and proceed on the ILS or RNAV Rwy 8L approach.

LANDING EAST: ASSIGNED RWY 8R: Cross OZZZI at 14000; cross GAASS at 12000; cross KUNFU at or above 7000; cross SNEVE at 5000; after SNEVE turn left direct GPEAT and proceed on the ILS or RNAV Rwy 8R approach.

LANDING EAST: ASSIGNED RWY 9L: Cross OZZZI at 14000; cross FRYES at 12000; cross REMAC at or above 7000; cross STUMP at 4000; after STUMP turn right direct RYENN and proceed on the ILS or RNAV Rwy 9L approach.

LANDING EAST: ASSIGNED RWY 9R: Cross OZZZI at 14000; cross FRYES at 12000; cross REMAC at or above 7000; cross STUMP at 4000; after STUMP turn right direct ANDIY and proceed on the ILS or RNAV Rwy 9R approach.

LANDING EAST: ASSIGNED RWY 10: Cross OZZZI at 14000; cross FRYES at 12000; cross REMAC at or above 7000; cross STUMP at 4000; after STUMP turn right direct DEWHY and proceed on the ILS or RNAV Rwy 10 approach.

LANDING WEST: ASSIGNED RWY 28: Cross OZZZI at 14000; cross CALLA at 9000; cross POSEY at or above 8000; cross BLUFF at 8000; after BLUFF descend to 6000 and proceed direct PRMAN; proceed on the ILS or RNAV Rwy 28 approach.